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CHAPTER TWO

Genetic implications of percentage
of SSA in the population
In the eighties and early nineties, it was widely held that homosexuals were about one in ten of the population. The strongest proponents of the “one-in-ten” figure were gay activists who used it in
the campaign for gay rights. Hard on the heels of the “one-in-ten”
theory came the “gay is inborn” theory. The two worked together
to accomplish considerable changes in attitudes of legislatures,
churches, and society in general. If it can be shown that a group of
people making up such a large proportion of the population is being
discriminated against for something it can do very little about (like
skin colour), then people will tend to accept it needs special protections.
But the one-in-ten figure is a myth, though that is still not
widely appreciated. There is no significant disagreement among
modern sexologists over this issue now—the early numbers
(derived from the surveys of Kinsey) are far too high. We shall see
that a study of the true percentage of homosexuality gives strong
support to an enviromentally-induced homosexuality. We shall also
see that one of the largest single groups for whom the 10% figure
may be true is clergy in the mainline Christian denominations.

The Kinsey surveys
So how did the “one-in-ten” myth begin? In 1948 and 1953, sex
researcher Alfred Kinsey published two volumes called Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male1 and Sexual Behavior in the Human
Female.2 Among Kinsey’s many claims was this one: 13% of men
and 7%of women in his study were more or less homosexual for
“at least three years between the ages of 16 and 55.” Kinsey said
the figures represented measurements of “psychologic response”
40
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and/or “homosexual experience”—that is, homosexual fantasy
and same-sex contact to orgasm. The claim received huge media
exposure.
Bruce Voeller, an associate professor at Rockefeller University and a non-practising homosexual, added the 13% and the 7%
together and concluded that “an average of 10% of the population could be designated as Gay…As a scientist I could see how
handy it was to use the 10% figure,”3 he said. Voeller, thereafter,
became openly gay and was a founder of the modern gay activist
movement. He used the figure to drive the campaign for recognition
and acceptance

change the sexual mores…of the United States,” although
he maintained his only motive was scientific objectivity.32 In
this he was simply a profound liar. He was also a “masochist,
who as he grew older pursued extreme sexuality ….by the late
nineteen forties his risk-taking was becoming compulsive.”31

As I became a national Gay leader I insisted to other
Gay leaders that we needed to bring the message(s)…
home to the media, to judges and legislators, to ministers and rabbis, to psychiatrists.…I campaigned with
Gay groups across the country for the Kinsey-based
finding that “We are everywhere.” This slogan became
a National Gay Taskforce leitmotiv. And the issues became key parts of (our) national, political, educational
and legislative programs…After years of our educating
those who inform the public and make its laws, the
concept that 10% of the population is gay has become
a generally accepted “fact”…the 10% figure is regularly utilized by scholars, by the press, and in government statistics. As with so many pieces of knowledge
(and myth), repeated telling made it so.
The problem was that Kinsey’s figures were about four times
too high.
What was wrong with Kinsey’s work?
• It did not use random sampling, which mostly post-dated him.
•
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Kinsey had an ideological agenda. Paul Robinson, a historian
and one of Kinsey’s biographers, remarks “Kinsey assigned
[prominence] to masturbation and homosexuality, both of
which were objects of his partiality…[He had a] tendency
to conceive of the ideal sexual universe according to the
homoerotic model”4,5 Kinsey was bisexual and was “a cryptoreformer spending his every waking hour attempting to

•

His research methods were probably unethical. Media commentators Reisman and Fink4 challenge the research methods
that obtained claimed orgasms from hundreds of children and
infants.

The data are therefore quite suspect. Some of the best statistical investigators in the world—Cochran, Mosteller, Tukey—commenting on the Male and Female Reports, agreed that the procedures adopted by Kinsey and his team inflated the homosexual
figures.

Modern surveys
By 2010, more than thirty surveys of homosexual occurrence were
based on genuinely representative samples, mostly from Western
countries (see Figures 8 to 11). The results are nowhere near 10%;
they are about 2-3% including bisexuality. Included are recent
Dutch figures, which are atypically high, but make almost no difference to the mean or spread of results.
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Figure 8. The percentage of bisexuality and exclusive homosexuality
among western adult males
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The middle line in all four figures represents the mean, and the
two outside lines the standard deviations, which include about two
thirds of the points. Individual points have error bars which are
one standard error, as estimated from the sample size.
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Figure 9. The percentage of bisexuality and exclusive lesbianism
among adult females in the West.
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Figure 11. The percentage of exclusive adult lesbianism in
(mostly) Western nations.

before the survey. This is a rather restrictive definition, but there is
little disagreement about what it represents. It is also fair, because
few people identifying as homosexuals are celibate in any given
year.6 It therefore would make little difference if the criterion was
self-identification instead. Bisexuality results also used a twelve
month criterion. Many studies were omitted because they were of
specialized groups, were not randomised, or because the type of
data in the figures could not be extracted from them.
See footnote* for literature sources for Figures 8-11.
So from about 1990 to 2010 about 1% of the adult male population was exclusively homosexual,7 and about 0.6% of the adult
female population was exclusively lesbian at any given time—a
grand mean of 0.8% of the total adult population. If bisexuality is
included the figure rises to 2.9± 2.0% for men and 1.8± 1.3% for
women* (the errors are standard deviations). Around 2.4% of the
total adult population is homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual. The homosexual percentage is nowhere near one in ten of the population.

Surveys and Dates

Figure 10. The percentage of exclusive male adult homosexuality in
(mostly) Western nations.

The surveys are randomised within the study countries, and
record by sexual contact people who have always been exclusively
homosexual or those exclusively homosexual in the twelve months
44

* Figure 8 (Male bisexuality and Exclusive Homosexuality): R88,13 M88,14 H88,15
Fa89,10 D91,6 Ro91,17 Sp92,18 T92,19 L94,7 W94,20 C00,40 Mo05,41 Sa07,43 Pe08,42
Ku09,38 Figure 9 (Female Bisexuality and Exclusive Homosexuality): R88,13 M88,14
H88,21 K89,12 Re90,22 S92,23 T92,19 Sp92,18 D93,15 M93,15 L94,7 W94,20 P95,24
C00,40 Mo05,41 Sa07,43 Pe08,42 Ku09,38 Figure 10 (Male Exclusive Homosexuality): K71,25 S88,26 Fa89,10 F89,27 Ro91,17 A92,28 T92,19 S93,23 B93,29 D93,15 M93,15
L94,7 W94,20 K95,25 P95,24 S95,30 Sm03,39 Mo05,41 Pe08,42, Mc10,45 Figure 11
(Female Exclusive Homosexuality): K71,25 M88,14 S88,26 A92,28 D93,15 S93,23 L94,7
W94,20 K95,25 P95,24 S95,30 Sm03,39, Mo05,41 Pe08,42 Mc10.45
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The percentage of homosexuality has important implications for
the nature/nature debate.
As we showed in the last chapter (Figure 2), homosexual
occurrence is too high, even at only 1%, to be caused by genetic
mutation. Most conditions caused by mutation each affect only
about 0.025% of the population. At 2.4% the chances of a genetically driven homosexuality are even remoter. Homosexuality fits
much more naturally into that group of human behaviours which
are predominantly psychological in nature.
Surveys of some high-density gay areas, such as parts of San
Francisco, do come up with figures about equivalent to Kinsey’s
figure of 10%, so we might conclude that his research might be
about right for some parts of some large metropolitan areas.
Since the year 2000, surveys have been done less by interested scientists, and more by census authorities in many countries,
including Australia, Canada, and the United States. These surveys
are now becoming quite predictable in their results, and changing
little. The results are consistent with those above, but often used
the criterion of self-identification.
Researchers at La Trobe University, Australia however, think
that the responses of women may need further interpretation. A
surprising proportion or women they have interviewed decline to
be labelled straight, homosexual, bisexual, or asexual and since
many also refused the term “unlabelled” it is not clear what
that leaves! Perhaps they change their response according to the
situation and have no fixed orientation. Others have commented
that some women move about on the sexual continuum in a way
that men would never do. Perhaps these categories are not the best
way to survey women?

Modern survey data scatter
suggests minimal genetic contribution
There is another important feature of the data above (Figures
8-11). It is all very scattered compared with the mean. This is true
for the exclusively homosexual data, which, more than bisexuality
46

could be expected to show strong genetic influence. The data was
international and included the USA, the UK, France, Netherlands,
Australia, Norway, Finland, New Zealand. If SSA is genetically
dictated, it should be the same regardless of country, culture or
social condition. How scattered would data be if they were from
a trait we know is genetically fixed? Figure 12 shows what the
scatter is like for adult male height in many countries; (data from
Wikipedia in mid 2010). Height is about 90% genetically influenced.
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Implications for the nature/nurture debate
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Figure 12. Mean male height for more than 50 countries
(alphabetical order). About the same relative scale as Figure 9

We can see that the data from a genetic trait are very much
more tightly bunched than the exclusive homosexual data (Figures
10,11) in spite of the wide variety of cultures. SSA doesn’t look
very “genetic” at all. However perhaps the way the sensitive
SSA questions were asked could vary from survey to survey and
increase the scatter. We think this is probably not enough to give
the 10-fold range in the scatter for exclusive SSA. The data scatter
itself therefore seems to argue against genetic fixity.
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Recently academics have questioned whether bisexuals really exist.
It’s true that usually SSA or OSA predominates and exact equality
of attraction is rare. But it’s also true that when given the choice,
many people will opt for bisexual as a category, or identity, and by
the standard of being active with both sexes in the past year, they
are clearly bisexual. Many say they get different fulfillment from
each sex, and the experiences are quite different. Bisexual people
do exist.
It is also true that many of those who have same-sex contact
actually are married and identify as heterosexual. They are not
part of the visible gay community, do not identify with it, and may
actively dislike that lifestyle. In surveys which ask for self-identification they may say they are heterosexual. Of course this could
have the effect of understating numbers of homosexuals—though
this is not a problem if the criterion as above is actually sexual
contact, or the alternative criterion of attraction is used.
The surveys of bisexual percentages come up with an interesting statistic. Of all homosexually active males, about 15% are
married.8-11,46
A 1970 Kinsey Institute survey of females shows about 45% of
lesbians have been married, and about 45% are currently married.
About 10% are single.12 These are important statistics because they
suggest that a significant amount of bisexuality is, in fact, homo
sexual behaviour by married homosexual men and women. We
could probably say that most bisexuals are, in fact homosexuals
and lesbians who are or have been married. But even the figure for
bisexuality isn’t anything near Kinsey’s 10%.

SSA increases show genetic contribution is not fixed
A published paper 33 drew on systematic US public surveys since
1988, showing the percentage of people having same-sex partners
in the preceding year. This has significantly increased, as shown
in Figures 13 and 14, for both men and women. However the
number of exclusively homosexual men and women did not change
significantly. The author thought changes were homosexual experi48

mentation by the previously exclusively heterosexual, in today’s
more tolerant social climate. Other surveys in the United Kingdom
gave conflicting results, but suggested an increase from about 1%
to 2.8% in the five years from 1990 to 2000. There is no doubt a
permissive society encourages greater experimentation. But this
merely emphasises that most of today’s homosexuality cannot be
genetically driven.
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Figure 13. Percentage of males with same-sex partners

Dutch researchers38 recently compared their occurrence data for
1989 and 2008. Bisexuality increased for men from 6.2% to 7.9%
and for women from 1% to 5.5%. The results are very high and
suggest a lot of experimentation. The irony is that Kinsey’s wrong
data led to greater permissiveness in the West and became a selffulfilling prophecy. However, this shows again that SSA changes
with social setting.
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Figure 14. Percentage of females with same-sex partners

Figure 15. Kinsey, 1948. Change in homosexuality with age in males.
Class 6: exclusively homosexual, Class 5: predominantly homosexual,
Class 4: mostly homosexual, Class 3: equally homosexual and heterosexual.

Drop in SSA with age
shows genetic contribution is not fixed.
Homosexuality is not fixed, in fact it is far less stable than heterosexuality. Although the Kinsey surveys of 1948 and 1953 greatly
exaggerated homosexual and bisexual numbers, they showed one
interesting trend, also borne out by subsequent studies—a steady
decline in homosexual fantasy and activity with increasing age
compared with heterosexual percentages (see Figures 15 and 16).
In other words, homosexual orientation and behaviour is not a
static condition. This has significant implications for arguments
that homosexuality is genetically determined. Whatever is genetically determined is by definition, unable to change within a generation.
Later studies (Figures 17 and 18)7 from the large Chicago
Laumann study, also show a strong decrease in homosexual
behaviour, this time about four-fold (from age 35 to age 55), with
a corresponding drop in those who identify themselves as homosexual or bisexual.
Could it be that the older “homosexual” people interviewed
simply had not been so active? In that case why did they not retain
50

Figure 16. Kinsey, 1953. Change in homosexuality with age in females.
Class 6: exclusively homosexual, Class 5: predominantly homosexual,
Class 4: mostly homosexual, Class 3 equally homosexual and heterosexual.
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their homosexual identity? Do the graphs merely show a huge
increase in “young” homosexuality in Western society in the last
twenty years? What sociological experts call a cohort effect? No,
because Kinsey’s much earlier data show the same fall-off with age.
The unmistakable conclusion was that heterosexuality
absorbed most of these homosexuals. Kinsey was pre-AIDS and the
decline cannot have been due to deaths but change in behaviour
and fantasy. The Laumann study7 (Figures 17 and 18), when
they used the SS Activity criterion, “If you haven’t had sex with
someone of the same gender in the past year, you are not homosexual,” could potentially have misled. In the gay community, due
to the emphasis on youth and appearance, it becomes harder to
gain unpaid casual partners beyond middle age. Many have celibacy
forced on them. This would account for a significant part of the
declines in sexual activity his team recorded with age. However
SS Attraction and Identity also show age decreases. Other surveys
with different criteria also find the same decline, and a California
public data set called CHIS showed the effect was not accounted for
by SSA people shifting to “inactive” so it does seem to be real.
For some gays SSA is an extremely fundamental part of their
identity. It is just possible that when desire, opportunity and

Figure 17. Laumann et al. (1994) Changes with age in males
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fantasy fade, some gays no longer call themselves gay so are not
detected by surveys, even the biased ones of Kinsey.
We could sum up OSA/SSA differences like this: SSA tends
to be much more intense and preoccupying, but overall, peaks and
declines more steeply with age as well. OSA is a relatively sedate
affair in comparison and much more readily tends to plateau and
express itself to relatively old age.
Wherever the changed homosexual/bisexual behaviour goes
—whether toward the heterosexual end of the Kinsey Scale
(consistent with other research findings) or into inactivity—the
change is considerable, and at odds with a genetically dictated
condition stable throughout the life-span. We will look at spontaneous change in much more detail in Chapter Twelve.

Urbanisation strongly influences SSA development
The large Laumann Chicago study7 asked where people had
been brought up during ages 14 to 16 and whether they had any
male homosexual partners during the last year. The percentages
depended on the degree of urbanization; 1.2%of the males surveyed
who had been raised in rural areas reported having homosexual

Figure 18. Laumann et al. (1994) Changes in homosexuality with age in
women
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partners during the last year; 2.5%who had been raised in mediumsized towns reported having homosexual partners, and 4.4%who
had been raised in large cities reported being active homosexuals/
bisexuals (Figure 19). For women, the percentages were 0.7%,
1.3% and 1.6%, respectively. In other words, where you were
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Figure 20. Contrast between city and country domicile, males only

Figure 19. Laumann et al. (1994) Homosexuality is dependent on
adolescent domicile, ages 14-16

brought up is quite an important factor in whether you end up
having homosexual partners. For the sake of argument (Figure 20)
let us imagine that the incidence of male homosexuality in rural
areas (1.2%) is all due to genetic influence. If that were the case,
geneticists would also expect 1.2%of the male population brought
up in “big cities” to have a genetically based homosexuality,
meaning that the homosexuality of the balance (3.2%) [4.4 minus
1.2] would be exclusively due to social factors. This means that the
environmental factor (3.2%) is far more important than the alleged
genetic factor (1.2%). For women the environmental factor (0.9%
[1.6% minus 0.7%], is slightly more important than the supposed
genetic influence (0.7%).
In several other chapters we argue that it is entirely plausible
that 90% of homosexuality is accounted for by environmental
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factors. This very approximate comparison from the Chicago study
supports that.
Similarly Frisch and Hviid in a study of 2 million Danes found
that those who were born in cities were more likely to be in registered homosexual domestic partnerships than those born in the
country.44

SSA in the clergy—the real 10% case?
SSA is tearing apart a record number of churches worldwide. The
Episcopalian church in the United States provoked a major rupture
with Third World members of the Anglican communion in 1993
by appointing an openly gay bishop, Gene Robinson, who had
divorced his wife and was living with a male partner. In 2010 the
denomination elected a lesbian bishop. These steps are without
historical precedent and probably because the electing bodies,
particularly the clergy, contain many with SSA. Kinsey’s 10% is a
current underestimate of the percentage within the clergy in several
denominations, particularly the Catholic and Anglican churches.
Malcolm Boyd, a US Episcopal priest said he met more gays
in seminary than he ever met in Hollywood.34 An anonymous
US Catholic priest 35 said (Anon 1992) “At no time did I ever live
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in a community where gays did not make up at least half of the
community.” In the year 200036 The Times (UK) reported that
AIDS deaths among Anglican clergy were 10 times higher than
the percentage in the whole population. There are reports of very
high percentages of gay people in many theological colleges in
the UK— a typical figure is 30%. These figures are anecdotal but
Heckler-Feltz37 report that AIDS deaths among US Roman Catholic
priests are also about three times higher, though based on a rather
incomplete survey. Of live clergy, 15% said they were homosexual
and 5% bisexual.37
Incomplete as these figures are they seem very high compared
with those for the general population. Why are people with SSA
attracted to being clergy? Some may see it as a refuge—a “safe”
place where they hope with God’s help to vanquish a troublesome
urge or habit. Or a place where they can avoid questions about
why they don’t have a girl friend or aren’t married. Others may be
seeking to move the church from within towards increasing acceptance of homosexuality in its priests. Others may be attracted to the
idea of a “serving”, i.e non-competitive male environment—males
with SSA often prefer non-competitive settings. Kinsey did not find
unduly high numbers with SSA in the clergy, so this seems a trend
of the last few decades.
Of course there are many anecdotes about SSA within the
clergy. The Roman Catholic priest who had a fatal heart attack in a
gay sauna was in good company—two fellow priests who happened
to be there were able to give him the last rites. Some situations are
farcical. After the election of Episcopalian Bishop, Gene Robinson,
a journalist at a press conference asked the spokesman “So if I am
heterosexual, divorced, and living unmarried with a partner, I can
now be an Anglican bishop?” The spokesman demurred, saying
that they would want to look at that situation very closely. The
press conference ended amidst journalists’ laughter.
Before the Reformation, Luther reported that in Rome one
cardinal was considered saintly because he confined his sexual
attentions to women, rather than including boys as all the others
did. In 2006 however, when the Catholic church was in the process
of tightening standards to prevent continuing priestly homosexual
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activity with young male teenagers, it found Anglican liberal views
a barrier to further ecumenical talks. From Roman Catholicism’s
current official perspective, one sexually active SSA priest is too
many.

Conclusion
Modern surveys show the homosexual percentage in Western
adult populations is much lower than one in ten, except perhaps
in particular groups such as Christian clergy. About 1% of adult
males are exclusively homosexual and about 0.6% of adult women
are exclusively lesbian. The figure for bisexuality and exclusive
homosexuality combined, rises to about 2.9% for males and 1.8%
for females, an average of 2.4% of the total adult population.
Much of the bisexual component could comprise homosexuals and
lesbians who are or have been married, but, even then, the figure
falls far short of Kinsey’s 10%. The figure in the West however is
rising because increasing permissiveness encourages greater sexual
experimentation. But this may be superficial social and sexual
activity, passing with time, rather than expression of a structuredin orientation.
Both Kinsey’s figures and modern surveys when interpreted
show the genetic contribution to SSA is minor and the environmental contribution is much greater.
People move away from homosexual behaviour with age
(meaning the condition cannot be life-long genetically determined). The data scatter is too high for homosexuality and bisexuality to sit easily in the genetic category, and the location of
upbringing strongly influences SSA development, genetic factors
being minor.
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CHAPTER THREE

Are heterosexuals
“born that way”?
Most heterosexuals asked how they became heterosexual would
probably shrug and say something like, “I don’t know, it just
happened. Maybe I was born that way?” But it’s no mystery how
we become heterosexual; the stages of human development toward
heterosexuality are well known and documented, and in this
chapter we’ll look at the most important ones. Altogether they
make a strong case for an environmental rather than a biological
basis to sexuality. The research literature also gives good evidence
that many people who have a homosexual orientation (whose
sexual attraction is toward the same sex) often had a struggle with
a couple of stages critical to heterosexual development. We will also
emphasise that a strong individual chance element is involved in
sexual development.
The conclusions of this chapter contradict the theory that
there is a prenatal surge of testosterone which permanently and
overwhelmingly masculinises the brain. That biological principle
will be considered more fully in Chapter Eight.

Stages of heterosexual development
Affection, nurture and bonding
Animals
A female fly lays eggs near food, but she is not around when
the young grubs hatch. They have no family life, no mothering,
no fathering. The presence of the female fly is not needed; the
grubs do not need her affection, but still breed like, well…flies.
On the other hand some of the higher animals particularly need
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